June 7, 2002

ALL AGREEMENT STATES, MINNESOTA, PENNSYLVANIA, WISCONSIN

PART 35 DRAFT MEDICAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW & COMMENT (STP-02-046)

The following Part 35 Draft Medical Inspection Procedures are being provided for your review and comment:

- Inspection Procedure 87115 - Nuclear Medicine Programs that Involve Diagnostic and Therapeutic Applications - 05/17/02
- Inspection Procedure 87116 - Medical Gamma Stereotactic Radiosurgery and Teletherapy Programs - 05/17/02
- Inspection Procedure 87118 - Brachytherapy Programs - 5/17/02
- Inspection Procedure 87119 - Medical Broad-Scope Programs - 5/17/02
- Inspection Procedure 8710X - Nuclear Medicine Programs that Involve Diagnostic Applications - 5/17/02

These draft procedures reflect the risk-informed, performance-based approach to regulation which forms the basis of the revised Part 35. You may access these documents on the NRC Rulemaking Forum Website, under Current NRC Rulemakings at:

http://ruleforum.llnl.gov/cgi-bin/library?source=*&library=rg_lib&file=*

Any comments you have on these guides should be forwarded to: Wade T. Loo at: WTL@NRC.GOV.

We would appreciate receiving your comments no later than C.O.B. July 7, 2002.

/RA/
Josephine M. Piccone, Deputy Director
Office of State and Tribal Programs

______________________________
*This information request has been approved by OMB 3150-0029, expiration 06/30/04. The estimated burden per response to comply with this voluntary collection is approximately 6 hours. Forward any comments regarding the burden estimate to the Information and Records Branch (T-6F33), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, and to the Paperwork Reduction Project (3150-0029), Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503. If a document does not display a currently valid OMB control number, the NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information.